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Nate Robinson was born and raised in 
the sleepy suburban area of Utah Valley, 
Utah, and began playing music through 
piano lessons at the age of 4. At the age 
of 12 he was introduced to the drums. In 
1992 was offered a musical scholarship 
to the University of Utah, performing 
in the Drum line, Wind symphony, and 
Percussion and Jazz ensembles.

After years of performing in local Utah punk/ska favorites 
such as Stretch Armstrong and My Man Friday, Nathan 
began playing drums for the SLC ska group Sturgeon 
General and signed onto the Radical Records Group out 
of NYC. He toured the nation relentlessly for 2 years 
before returning to Utah, switching from drums to guitar 
and forming his own ska/reggae group “Two and a Half 
White Guys”.

This six piece group toured the nation 10 times over, 
performing in every corner of the continent including 
Canada.

Since 2000 “Two and a Half White Guys” have released 
5 albums to date, one of which “Leather Jackets and 
Mustache Wax” was released through the Megalith 
Records Group out of Barcelona, Spain.

Returning to school in 2005 to study History/Political 
Science Nate was introduced to singing and performing 
solo acoustic music. By 2010 an accomplished career had 
been formed solely on singing and playing the acoustic 
guitar.

Nate has performed at over 50 weddings to date, and 
countless corporate events and social gatherings. 
Nate still continues to perform nightly, write music and 
entertain any crowd he is put in front of.



The Nate Robinson Trio was formed in the summer 
of 2008, using all possible aspects of musical 
backgrounds, with the idea of minimal personnel 
utilizing maximum musical avenues. 

It is an eclectic mixture of Reggae, Country, Blue Grass, Folk and good old 
Rock n Roll.  Using multiple personnel , (depending on the event) you 
will hear: electric guitar, electric keyboards, acoustic mandolin, acoustic 
guitar, bass guitar, drums, harmonica and vocal harmonies fit for heaven.

Derived mainly with Après Ski events in mind this group takes a little 
from every style and makes it their own.  Both high energy riffs and 
mellow grooves will keep your guests entertained no matter 
what the situation.

Here’s a list of our favorite ski resorts:; Big Sky 
Resort, MT; Grand Targhee, WY; Sundance Resort, 
UT; Snowbird Resort, UT; Snowbasin Resort, UT; 
Brian Head Resort, UT; The Canyons Resort, UT; 
Park City Mountain Resort,UT; Deer Valley 
Resort, UT.

The Nate Robinson Band has played 
all sorts of events other than Après 
Ski.  Whether its weddings, corporate 
parties, birthday parties, holiday 
gatherings or just a backyard get 
together, this group has seen and 
done it all.
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